Use UC Contracts and start reaping the rewards.

Leverage the vast scale of UC’s buying power...

Massive volume
- 10 Campuses
- 6 Medical Centers
- 3 National Labs
- Annual spend = $10+B

Broad range of contracts
- Public sector-relevant categories

Award-winning sourcing
- NAEP
- SPLC
- EPIC
- CHESC

Economy of scale for best value

Deep experience & expertise
- Best-in-the-business CPSM-certified professionals with over 200 years of collective public sector procurement experience.

Leadership in sustainability
- Sustainable Procurement
- Carbon Neutral Initiative
- Zero Waste Initiative

Investment in:
- People
- Process
- Technology

Piggyback on these advantages...

7-step sourcing process
- Benefit from high-value contracts created using our structured Strategic Sourcing process.

Best-in-class technology
- Integrated sourcing-to-contract eSourcing software encourages maximum competition, yielding the best possible awarded contracts.

Best Value evaluation method
- Realize maximum quality and savings from our comprehensive evaluation method.

Reap these rewards...

Value
- Enjoy the highest possible value from contracts that have passed muster with our expert sourcing & evaluation teams.

Savings
- Realize maximum savings from our well-negotiated and deeply discounted high-volume contracts.

Confidence
- The expertise, knowledge and reputation of the University of California is behind every purchase.

Peace of Mind
- Rest easy! Each contract is in full compliance with all required rules and regulations for public sector sourcing.